
 BOOK REVIEWS

 In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam. By Robert S. McNamara
 with Brian VanDeMark. New York: Times Books, 1995; xviii+414 pp.

 Aside from Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, no single U.S. leader in the
 1960s was more often identified with the Vietnam War than Robert S.

 McNamara. McNamara's War is a label and a responsibility that the then
 secretary of defense accepts. Striving successfully to avoid vindictiveness and
 defensiveness, McNamara candidly acknowledges his own monumental
 misjudgments. He is generous—too generous—in his treatment of the presi
 dents he served and his fellow decision makers, whom he characterizes as

 moral and patriotic leaders handicapped, as was he, by superficial knowl
 edge of Vietnam. Virtually any memoir is self-serving, and even this self
 effacing account is an appeal for understanding and compassion. Hopefully,
 McNamara has been able to exorcise some personal demons with this mea
 culpa. In the process he has also provided a rare self-analysis from a power
 ful official in one of the most controversial roles in American history.

 Scholars who study the Vietnam War will not find a wealth of new infor
 mation in these pages. McNamara kept no diary, and for details he relies
 largely on documents already publicly available. Also, much of his critique
 of his own and his colleagues' lack of insight and foresight is conventional.
 Still, it is an arresting analysis coming from McNamara himself.

 One frequently voiced criticism of McNamara was his technocratic em
 phasis on war by the numbers. He asserts bluntly that if something can be
 quantified it should be, and the numbers become a way of measuring progress
 and adjusting policies. As professor of management at Harvard Business
 School, as a "statistical control officer" (p. 8) for the Army Air Corps in World
 War II, and as an executive with Ford Motor Company, McNamara made
 measurement the foundation of good management. In Vietnam this faith in
 formulas produced tabulations of aircraft sorties, bombing tonnage, infiltra
 tion rates, and a host of other numbers, including the infamous body count.
 Senior military officers today, many of whom were junior officers in Viet
 nam, believe that counting enemy dead to measure tactical success invites
 slaughter and undermines military discipline. McNamara concedes that Viet
 nam forced him to qualify his faith that all problems have a solution and to
 be wary of the massive destructiveness of modern warfare, but that wisdom
 does not bring him to repudiate the magic of mathematics or the counting of
 bodies.

 He admits that the Kennedy administration approached Vietnam with a
 dangerous combination of "innocence and confidence" (p. 39). Certain of the
 need to contain global communism, McNamara thought that Eisenhower
 and Kennedy were correct to assist South Vietnam in resisting Communist
 domination. The fatal error came when the Johnson administration crossed
 the line from assisting Saigon to fighting the war for the South Vietnamese,
 who had proven militarily and politically incapable of sustaining themselves.
 It was also a major mistake, McNamara concedes, for Washington to remain
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 fixed on the domino theory. China's reverses in India and Indonesia and
 upheaval in Beijing marking the onset of the Cultural Revolution signaled a
 turn inward by China in 1965, McNamara reflects, and diminished the Com
 munist threat in Southeast Asia.

 McNamara's postmortem centers on whether U.S. disengagement was
 possible earlier than it occurred. He joins other Kennedy admirers, such as
 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., who believe Kennedy would have withdrawn from
 Vietnam if he had lived. McNamara concedes that Kennedy left an ambigu
 ous legacy but concludes that the president eventually would have decided
 to leave the fate of the dominoes in the hands of the South Vietnamese alone.

 McNamara offers no definitive explanation of how Kennedy would have
 reacted to the collapse of South Vietnam's political structure in 1964 and 1965.

 By 1966 McNamara had decided that the military escalation that he had
 advocated in 1965 to forestall defeat was a mistake and that there was no

 defensible military solution to Saigon's political weakness. He favored nego
 tiation but was opposed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and others who wanted
 further escalation. He disagrees with those critics who still think that the
 United States could have won by exerting more power in Vietnam. Using his
 trademark numerical analysis plus geopolitical and domestic American con
 siderations, McNamara makes a good case, and argued it at the time, that the
 most massive application ever of conventional U.S. air power had little im
 pact physically or psychologically on North Vietnam's war effort and was,
 in fact, weakening the United States. He also reasons persuasively that a U.S.
 withdrawal or a negotiated settlement before 1968 would have done no more
 damage to U.S. security than the departure in 1973. An earlier disengage
 ment, he adds poignantly, would have saved at least forty thousand Ameri
 can and countless Vietnamese lives.

 It troubles McNamara that, given his views on disengagement, he did not
 do more to end American involvement in the war. He clearly became tor
 mented by the monster of a war that he had helped create and that he labored
 mightily to restrain within the limits of loyalty to the presidency and to
 Johnson. Should he have resigned in protest? Some military writers have
 maintained that the Joint Chiefs should have resigned en masse because
 McNamara imposed limits on military options. Neither McNamara nor the
 Joint Chiefs of Staff resigned. Instead, both struggled for two years to influ
 ence Johnson's decisions in their opposing directions. Keenly aware of the
 president's anguish over the war, McNamara recognized in November 1967
 that Johnson was not ready to agree that military force was failing to achieve
 U.S. objectives. Shortly afterward, McNamara accepted the presidency of the
 World Bank and bowed out of the Vietnam debate for the next twenty-five
 years. Like many traumatized combat veterans, McNamara went through a
 period of denial and numbing before reaching the stage of acceptance, that
 is, trying to put his own pain to a positive purpose. He is a victim, in part of
 his own arrogance, but the lessons of his experience are powerful. He de
 serves a fair hearing.

 David L. Anderson

 University of Indianapolis
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